Miracle-Gro®, the brand trusted by gardeners for generations, and West Chester Protective Gear, the leader in work gloves and apparel, bring you this new line of women’s lawn and gardening gloves. This assortment was developed with three key elements always at the forefront—quality, comfort and style. Our gloves deliver unparalleled performance while addressing gardeners’ specific needs. Our innovative way-finding system, with it’s unique use of striking graphics and color coding, will lead customers to the perfect glove for their project.

**MG23246**
Rose Pruning
Leather Palm Gloves with Extra Long Floral Canvas Cuff

**LANDSCAPING**
- Split cowhide leather is durable and provides great protection
- Extended 9” cuff protects lower arm and wrists
- Reinforced fingertips provide excellent durability and protection

**Size:** Small-Medium MG23246/WSM

**MG23011**
Durable Protection
Leather Palm Gloves with Knuckle Strap

**LANDSCAPING**
- Split cowhide leather is durable and provides great protection
- Reinforced fingertips provide excellent durability and protection
- Safety cuff style makes it easy to put on and take off

**Sizes:**
- Small-Medium MG23011/WSM
- Medium-Large MG23011/WML

**MG86212**
Durable Fit
Goatskin Leather Palm Gloves

**LANDSCAPING**
- Goatskin leather is tough and comfortable
- 4-way stretch spandex back is breathable and reduces hand fatigue
- Adjustable hook and loop wrist helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

**Sizes:**
- Small-Medium MG86212/WSM
- Medium-Large MG86212/WML
These gloves are best for her projects that involve pruning, mulching and power tool use.
MG86202
Flexible Performance
Synthetic Leather Palm Gloves

LANDSCAPING
- Synthetic leather protects hands while reducing hand fatigue
- Reinforced thumb saddle provides extra protection and durability
- Conductive embroidery provides touchscreen compatibility on index finger

Sizes:
- Extra Small-Small MG86202/WSXS
- Small-Medium MG86202/WSM
- Medium-Large MG86202/WML

MG23077
Performance Grip
Synthetic Leather Palm Gloves

LANDSCAPING
- Synthetic leather protects hands while reducing hand fatigue
- Clear silicone flowers on the palm, thumb and fingers for great grip
- Shirred elastic wrist helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

Sizes:
- Small-Medium MG23077/WSM
- Medium-Large MG23077/WML

MG86120
Breathable Performance
Synthetic Leather Palm Gloves

LANDSCAPING
- Synthetic leather protects hands while reducing hand fatigue
- Mesh on back of hand keeps your hand cool while working
- Slip-on cuff style makes it easy to take the glove on and off

Size:
- 3-Pack Large MG86120/WL3P

MG30855
Full Hand Liquid Protection
Double Fingertip Nitrile Dipped

GARDEN CARE
- Full dipped nitrile provides complete protection
- Double-dipped purple fingertips for added durability
- Elastic knit wrist helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

Sizes:
- Small-Medium MG30855/WSM
- Medium-Large MG30855/WML

MG30604
Water-Resistant Grip
Double Dipped Latex Gloves

GARDEN CARE
- Flat latex undercoat keeps hands dry
- Sandy foam latex palm dip for durable grip
- Elastic knit wrist helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

Sizes:
- Small-Medium MG30604/WSM
- Medium-Large MG30604/WML

MG37121
Ultimate Grip
Nitrile Dipped Grip Gloves

GARDEN CARE
- Nitrile coating provides excellent grip and water resistance
- Stretch knit shell is breathable and comfortable
- Elastic knit wrist helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

Sizes:
- Small-Medium MG37121/WSM
- Medium-Large MG37121/WML
- 3-Pack Large MG37121/WML3P
MG30851
Durable Grip
Crinkle Latex Dipped Gloves

GARDEN CARE
• Crinkle latex coating is highly durable
• Knit shell provides all-day comfort
• Elastic knit wrist helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

Sizes:
- Extra Small-Small MG30851/WXS
- Small-Medium MG30851/WSM
- Medium-Large MG30851/WML

MG37164
Breathable Grip
Polyurethane Dipped Gloves

GARDEN CARE
• Polyurethane grip is excellent for handling small tools
• Coating is water-resistant for the perfect barrier against wet and muddy conditions
• Elastic knit wrist helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

Size: Medium-Large MG37164/WML

MG20801
Wet & Dry Grip
Crinkle Latex Dipped Jersey Gloves

GARDEN CARE
• Crinkle latex coating provides excellent grip and water resistance
• Comfortable lightweight jersey material
• Elastic knit wrist helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

Size: Medium-Large MG20801/WML

MG37168
Lightweight Slip Resistant
Latex Dipped Gloves

GARDEN CARE
• Lightweight nylon shell
• Textured latex coating is water-resistant for the perfect barrier against wet and muddy conditions
• Elastic knit wrist helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

Sizes:
- Extra Small-Medium MG37168/WSM
- Medium-Large MG37168/WML

MG20700
Medium Weight Slip Resistant
Latex Dipped Gloves

GARDEN CARE
• Medium weight polyester shell
• Textured latex coating is water-resistant for the perfect barrier against wet and muddy conditions
• Elastic knit wrist helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

Sizes:
- Small-Medium MG20700/WSM
- Medium-Large MG20700/WML
- 3-Pack Large MG20700/WML3P

These gloves are best for her projects that involve watering, feeding and weeding.
**MG65291**
Simple Tasks
Jersey Gloves

**PLANTING**
- All-purpose jersey glove is great for everyday light protection
- Soft cotton shell is lightweight and comfortable
- Knit wrist helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

Sizes:
- Medium-Large MG65291/WML
- 3-Pack Large MG65291/WML3P

---

**MG65756**
Gardening Comfort
Printed Jersey Gloves with Dots

**PLANTING**
- Dotted palm enhances durability and grip
- Lightweight material is comfortable and cool
- Knit wrist helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

Sizes:
- Medium-Large MG65756/WML
- Youth MG65756/Y

---

**MG21901**
Dotted Grip
Canvas Glove with Dotted Palm

**PLANTING**
- Dotted palm provides extra grip and durability
- Breathable and lightweight canvas material
- Extended cuff helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

Size: Medium-Large MG21901/WML

---

**MG56110**
Dotted Grip
Canvas Glove with Dotted Palm

**PLANTING**
- Dotted palm provides extra grip and durability
- Breathable and lightweight canvas material
- Shirred wrist helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

Size: Medium-Large MG56110/WML

---

**MG64001**
Everyday Gardener
Printed Canvas Gloves

**PLANTING**
- All-purpose glove is great for everyday light protection
- Soft canvas floral-patterned shell is lightweight and cool
- Cotton knit wrist is comfortable and helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

Size: Medium-Large MG64001/WML

---

These gloves are best for her projects that involve potting, soil prep and seeding.
**MG10014/O**
Gardening Knee Pads
Strap-On Knee Pads

**ACCESSORIES**
- Strap-on knee pads for protection that goes where you go
- Thick foam/polyester for lightweight yet durable cushioning
- Hook and loop closure adjusts to fit securely and comfortably

**Size:** One Size Fits Most

**MG10013/O**
Gardening Hat
Summer Sun Hat

**ACCESSORIES**
- Summer Sun hat with interior band that enhances comfort and fit
- Wide brim provides protection against the sun
- MG11013/O has lanyard around the chin that adjusts for the perfect fit
- MG11017/O has simple and attractive pink or purple striped pattern

**Size:** One Size Fits Most

**MG10017/O**
Gardening Tote Bag
Roomy Garden Tote with 14 Pockets

**ACCESSORIES**
- 12" long by 9" tall with 10 exterior pockets and 4 interior pockets for storing essential garden tools
- Large opening with sturdy double handles
- Sturdy, durable and easy to clean

**Size:** 12" x 9"

**MG10011/O**
Garden Kneeler
Shock-Absorbing and Water-Resistant Kneeler

**ACCESSORIES**
- 16” x 11” comfy, shock-absorbing synthetic rubber protects your knees and keeps them out of the dirt
- Water-resistant vinyl coating can easily be wiped clean
- Contoured carrying handle makes it easy to carry to picnics, around the garden and more

**Size:** 16” x 11”

**MG10015/O**
Premium Garden Kneeler
Foldable Foam Cushioned Kneeler

**ACCESSORIES**
- Foam kneeler cushions your knees and keeps them out of the dirt
- Water-resistant synthetic leather bottom and sides are easily wiped clean, while patterned canvas top is comfortable and durable
- Folds to 10 in. W x 12.25 in. L x 3.5 in. H and fastens with hook-and-loop closures, is easy to carry with synthetic leather handles

**Size:** One Size Fits Most

**MG10016/O**
Garden Apron
Canvas Apron with Pocket

**ACCESSORIES**
- Durable canvas is light enough to be comfortable, yet heavy enough for hard work
- Front storage pocket keeps supplies close at hand
- Convenient to store with tools in the garden

**Size:** 16” x 11”
Scotts®, the brand that has delivered innovative lawn and garden solutions for 150 years, and West Chester Protective Gear, the leader in work gloves and apparel, are proud to introduce this brand new line of men’s lawn and gardening gloves for 2018. Designed for performance and durability, the Scotts® line also incorporates our innovative way-finding system to help guide the customer to the right glove for their project. We are proud of this new line and are confident they will meet your demands and exceed your expectations.

**SC39200 Heavy Duty Projects**
Gloves with Neoprene Knuckles

- Synthetic leather palm and fingertips with reinforced palm patch for durability
- Neoprene knuckles and thermoplastic rubber on fingers for impact protection
- Adjustable hook and loop wrist helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

**LANDSCAPING**

**Sizes:**
- Medium SC39200/M
- Large SC39200/L
- XLarge SC39200/XL

**SC39000 Impact Protection**
Dipped Gloves with Impact Protection

- Heavy-duty sandy nitrile coating provides excellent grip, abrasion resistance and water resistance
- Elastic knit wrist provides perfect fit and helps keeps dirt and debris out of the glove
- Thermoplastic rubber on knuckle and fingers for impact protection

**LANDSCAPING**

**Size:** Large SC39000/L

**SC86541 Reinforced Performance**
Multi-Purpose Gloves

- Reinforced thumb saddle to protect from wear and tear
- Flexible 4-way stretch form-fitting spandex back
- Touchscreen technology on finger and knuckle

**LANDSCAPING**

**Sizes:**
- Large SC86541/L
- XLarge SC86541/XL
These gloves are best for his projects that involve stone work, power tool use and mulching.
These gloves are best for his projects that involve mowing, fertilizing and hand tool use.

**SC86157**
**Padded Knuckle**
Synthetic Leather Palm Gloves

- Reinforced synthetic leather thumb saddle
- 4-way stretch spandex back of hand is comfortable and breathable
- Slip-on cuff style makes it easy to put on and off

**Size:**
- 3-Pack Large SC86157/L3P

**SC30855**
**Full Hand Liquid Protection**
Double Fingertip Nitrile Dipped

- Fully dipped nitrile provides complete protection
- Double-dipped black fingertips for added durability
- Elastic knit wrist helps keep dirt and debris out

**Size:**
- Large SC30855/L

**SC30602**
**Water-Resistant Grip**
Double Dipped Latex Gloves

- Flat latex undercoat keeps hands dry
- Sandy foam latex palm dip for durable grip
- Elastic knit wrist helps keep dirt and debris out

**Sizes:**
- Large SC30602/L
- XLarge SC30602/XL

**SC86157**
**Padded Knuckle**
Synthetic Leather Palm Gloves

- Reinforced synthetic leather thumb saddle
- 4-way stretch spandex back of hand is comfortable and breathable
- Slip-on cuff style makes it easy to put on and off

**Size:**
- 3-Pack Large SC86157/L3P

**SC30855**
**Full Hand Liquid Protection**
Double Fingertip Nitrile Dipped

- Fully dipped nitrile provides complete protection
- Double-dipped black fingertips for added durability
- Elastic knit wrist helps keep dirt and debris out

**Size:**
- Large SC30855/L

**SC30602**
**Water-Resistant Grip**
Double Dipped Latex Gloves

- Flat latex undercoat keeps hands dry
- Sandy foam latex palm dip for durable grip
- Elastic knit wrist helps keep dirt and debris out

**Sizes:**
- Large SC30602/L
- XLarge SC30602/XL

**SC37120** (White, 3-Pack)
**SC37121** (Tan, Single Pair)
**Ultimate Grip**
Nitrile Dipped Gloves

- Nitrile coating provides excellent grip and water resistance
- Stretch knit shell is breathable and comfortable
- Knit wrist helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

**Sizes:**
- Large SC37121/L
- 3-Pack Large SC37120/L3P

**SC30501** (Gray, 3-Pack)
**SC30500** (Tan, Single Pair)
**Wet & Dry Grip**
Latex Dipped Gloves

- Latex coating is water resistant for the perfect barrier against wet and muddy conditions
- Stretch knit shell is breathable and comfortable
- Knit wrist helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

**Sizes:**
- Medium SC30500/M
- Large SC30500/L
- XLarge SC30500/XL
- 3-Pack Large SC30501/L3P

**SC65090**
**Basic Tasks**
Brown Jersey Gloves

- Medium weight jersey is perfect for light tasks
- Jersey for comfort and flexibility
- Knit wrist helps keep dirt and debris out of the glove

**Sizes:**
- Large SC65090/L
- 3-Pack Large SC65090/L3P
We offer a variety of display options to help you find a program that fits your merchandising needs. Our display options can hold any number from 50 to over 288 pairs of gloves.